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EDITORS’ DISCLAIMER
RACHEL F-R AND VIC HAWORTH
It has been a while since the last issue, and in that
while the world seems to have gone a bit insane. We
hope everyone is staying safe and sane, and looking
after themselves ready for the big club runs/parties
that will occur when this is all over! Thanks to all our
contributors, and sorry for not getting this out any
earlier!

As much as we have tried to keep this issue fairly
lighthearted (because there’s a lot of grim stuff going
on at the moment), as Julie says—Keswick AC is
about more than running. Please, please reach out to
someone if you are struggling/isolating/lonely—if
you need groceries, for someone to check on a relative or just someone to chat to. We all need to support
each other at the moment, and everyone will likely need help at some point.
Right, enough serious stuff. Get some cake and enjoy!
P.S. If anyone has some spare time, the Fell Runners UK page on facebook is doing a great line in retro
photographs which are good for a giggle—including the ones here on the editors at Coledale Horseshoe in
2012 (before RFR even ran for Keswick AC) - c/o www.keswicklakedistrict.co.uk/fellraces

CHAIRPERSON’S CORNER
ANDREW “SLATS” SLATTERY
Normally the editors would have chased Slats
more for his inaugural contribution to
chairperson’s corner, but as anyone who is
aware of what is going on in the world at the
moment probably realises, he’s a bit
preoccupied. So we’ve mocked up what we
think he would have said.

“The Lakes is closed!”
“Stay home, save lives!”
Wise words indeed. A huge thank you to King Slats for all you are doing—we’ll make sure to get
a bumper chairperson’s statement for him next issue.
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CONGRATULATIONS TO….
Steve Heb and Zoe Webber, who got engaged a few months ago
on a very wet and windy Outerside! (See mock up below)

Brennan Townshend and Kat Polyakova who got engaged on the
same day!

Charlie Bradshaw and husband Tom who will be welcoming
their first child in August!
Jenn and Carl Bell who will be adding to the creche shortly
afterwards!

Huge well done to club junior Harry Beetham who ran a half
marathon in his back garden (703 laps!) to raise funds for the
NHS.

Rob Browne, who ran a “garden Skyrace” for NHS charities, 575
laps of his home-made mountain range! Check out his social media posts for a good chuckle
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GET TO KNOW YOUR CLUBMATES:
DEBBIE CHARLTON
Known in the club for her ever-present smile and
can-do attitude, Debbie “Deb” Charlton can be
spotted on the fells, roads and XC course—she’s a
total all-rounder who gets stuck into everything!
How did you start running?
Maybe a bit predictable but after being pregnant.
Langdale Christmas pudding was my first ever race.
Then I ran with the Wednesday Girls for a while and
then joined Keswick AC.
What do you do outside of running?
Meeting family and friends, cooking, baking,
swimming, go-karting, watching motocross. And
working too, of course!
Give us some insights into your training
I try my best to run 3 times a week - club training on
a Tuesday, a longer run on my day off and one day
over the weekend. That’s the plan anyway.
What’s your favourite thing about Keswick AC and
What has been your hardest athletic challenge to why?
date?
Borrowdale fell race. [which Deb smashed—Ed.]
The road standards were interesting too.

The people and social side of being part of the
Keswick AC team.
QUICK FIRE ROUND!

Who/what is your biggest sporting influence?

Favourite film? The Goonies

Probably my Keswick team mates; listening to their
plans and achievements motivates and inspires me
– a bit cheesy but true!

Most recent music purchase? t’s all on Alexa now!
My last request off Alexa (apart from Radio 2) was
Lizzo’s album. I got such a shock – she has such a
potty mouth!!

What are you most proud of?
My family.
Do you have any particular “nutritional
strategies”?
No. Try not to eat too many biscuits!
If you didn’t run, what did you do with the extra
time?

Celebrity crush? This changes all the time! Jordan
Banjo from Diversity and The Greatest Dancer is my
crush at the minute.
Would you rather have arms for legs or legs for
arms? Arms for legs
Tell us a joke What do you call two robbers? A pair
of knickers! (This is really my son’s joke but I borrowed it). [Good work Max :) - Ed]

See above!
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SPED’S 3 PEAKS
SPED
A brief history of the Sped's 3 Peaks
On the 18th Feb 1990 19 runners did the first 3
Peaks event from my shop in Market Square.
The route was Latrigg, Walla Crag and Catbells.
The entry in the Jan/ Feb newsletter said—

Based roughly on an old training route used by
Messrs Broxap and Barron ( and probably others)
this proved to be a popular event. Using the pot of
paint on the tops system for checking, we had no
idea who had been where as everyone had “blue”
fingers when they got back. Nigel Lanaghan had had
enough of jogging by the time he got to Spooney
Green Lane and set off in earnest. That I guess was
the dawning of the competitiveness of the “
training run”. Lots of route choices for up and down
Latrigg. A note says Sped was left floundering down
Catgill and as the Duck Boards had been declared in
bounds everyone got cold feet in the moderate
depth of water. ( No change there then!)
Nigel was never headed and finished 40 secs in
front of Simon Booth in 1.44.20

somewhere in Yorkshire.
In 1998 Simon whizzed round in a clockwise
direction in 1.38.30 and the year after 1.38.26 the
opposite way.
There are always good stories about route choice
and even one or two debatable diversions such as
through the Manesty camp site ( don’t get any
ideas).
On the downside at least 3 trips to Keswick hospital
and beyond with chipped shoulder , broken arm
and other injuries. So do give this event respect.

In 1992 The event was described as Dave’s
Derwentwater Detour by the newsletter editors
Dene Gibbon and Steve Harwood. The first mention It is a training run so most people do what it says on
of Vida’s legendary cakes was recorded.
the tin, so in respect of this, best times are just
what they say. Not records.
In 1993 The duck boards were out of bounds , and
the weak willed who took that route were given a
In the ladies best times I have Louise Osborn in 1.57
bit of stick back at the cake fest. Despite going by
back in 2003, but for example Hannah has run a few
Grange Dunc Frampton recorded a time of 1.53
times and not put a time down ,so there you go!
1994 First time using Catbells first. 32 runners No
one knew about the change in direction
beforehand ,so one or two spectators were caught
out. After one visiting runner was even asking how
much it was for a piece of cake.
And so the event carried on. I called it Sped’s Three
Peaks mainly to distinguish it from a similar event

It is a very important day in my calendar and long
may it continue.
I often requested some savoury stuff for the
afters ,but cake always prevailed. Maybe I will
modify it a bit next year
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TRIO! OF THE MONTH
LOU BROWN, KERRY CORNFORTH
& ANNABEL HOLMES
Lou

Kerry

Annabel

Not being able to see
who anyone is and
tripping over all the
time without her specs

Her legs and amazing
ability to metabolise
alcohol, she can drink
all night and get up
and run!

Always looking
gorgeous, even first
thing in the morning

What is their favourite long
race food?

Torq rhubarb and
custard gel

Cheese, pickle and
mayonnaise sandwich

Jelly snakes

What is their most overtold
story?

That time we nearly
died coming off
Skiddaw when our
eyes froze shut

That time we were
cover girls on the FRA
calendar

That time Julie Carter
made us tag f***king
Holme Fell onto our
Wainwrights
challenge!

Kerry—at our
children’s school
Annabel—at our
children’s playgroup

Annabel—at school
Lou—at our children’s
school

Kerry—at school
Lou—at our children’s
playgroup

Any in the sun or
snow!

Borrowdale

Haweswater Half
Marathon

Anything too soft and
slippery

Anything short and
hard that goes up and
down

Anything too long and
rough

Loyal. Thoughtful.
Crazy

Determined. Stylish.
Sexy

Classy. Beautiful.
Naughty!

What is your partner’s most
unappealing habit?

How did you first meet?

What is their favourite
race?
What is their least favourite race?
Describe your partner in 3
words
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What is the most idiotic thing you’ve done together?

What would they say is your worst habit when
running?

Where do you see this relationship going?

Partying until 3am before Carnethy 2019, and the
rest of the Edinburgh weekend in the Van (what
happened in Edinburgh stays in Edinburgh, it’s
true what they say abou t men in kilts….)
Farting, snotting, taking pictures, talking, singing,
wee stops, fannying with clothes, Louise not turning her phone off in her bumbag and sending
hundreds of texts. Louise not zipping up her bum
bag and scattering the contents along the 10 in
10 route.
Lots more fun playing out in our fabulous back
yard thanking our lucky stars and laughing all the
way.
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FOR WANT OF ANY IMAGINATION
TOM PARTINGTON
(NB. THIS WAS WRITTEN PRE-LOCKDOWN. 100+ LATRIGGS
MAY WELL BE ON THE CARDS AGAIN THIS YEAR)
Last year I ran to the summit of Latrigg one hundred run after work? Go up Latrigg. Need a medium
times.
length run in the evening or on a busy weekend? Go
I am sure that Latrigg needs no introduction to any- up Lonscale, with Latrigg on the way out or on the
way back. Need a long run with a reasonable
one reading this article but it is the fetching lump
amount of climb? Go up Skiddaw, Little Man and
behind the leisure centre. Home to a delightfully
varied landscape, multiple interesting ascent or de- Lonscale, don’t forget a Latrigg as your passing.
scent routes and for a couple of heady weeks in the More often than not Latrigg was the path of least
resistance.
summer, Cows.
“Latrigg is to Keswick what Loughrigg is to Ambleside and Helm Crag to Grasmere: a small hill, an excellent viewpoint (…) not rough fell, and the summit
is the easiest of promenades.” Anyone who has
stood on top of Latrigg and looked down the Jaws
of Borrowdale can attest to its excellence as a viewpoint but Wainwright rather lumps it into a mixed
bag of small fells with a general proximity to Lake
District tourist towns.
But it is so much more than that. Anyone who has
done the lung burning, quad bursting Latrigg Fell
Race, or suffered the unrelenting leg turnover of
the Not Round Latrigg Fell Race (Trail race this
year?) knows how many different facets this mountain has to offer.
However this is all straying somewhat from a broader point. Much as I could happily go on about
Latriggs many virtues in print or in person (Lets discuss our favourite Latrigg routes shall we) this is not
a hymn to one fell. This is an urging to take a look at
the way we all proceed as runners. This was no
work of passion on my behalf, no grand plan
hatched in a burst of New Year, New Me resolution,
this was in many ways a result of consistently taking
the option that needed the least thought. A quick

I counted up after some mockery from a certain
Pacemaker editor and realized that I had got over
80 Latrigg summits without thinking. After that it
just seemed rude to not go for it but why had it got
to that stage? Why was I so married to the same
routines?
Take a look in your own training diaries when you
have read this. Whether you run on the roads, fells
or trails take a look at the number of times you do
the same run or close variation of the same run. It
can be very difficult to break habits, after all life is
essentially just three, eight hour habits of work,
sleep and play, but I think this is something we all
need to make the effort to do as runners. My one
hundredth Latrigg was spent with friends, a hip
flask, the main path and the tunnel of love. As I
stood on top I was asked if I was doing one hundred
Wallas next year? I hope not! I hope I do at least
one hundred different runs, one hundred different
summits, one hundred different adventures. After
all that is what running is meant to be, a choose
your own adventure with marginally fewer nerdy
connotations where we can go where we want to
go. All it takes is for us all to make the effort to
choose.
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Although lets be honest, I will probably still go up Latrigg quite a lot.

T.P. enjoying a nip at the summit of Latrigg for the 100th time in 2019.
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BEAUTIFULLY BRUTAL
CLAIRE WARNER
On the 9th of November last year I took on my first
ultra, the Pen Llyn Winter Ultramarathon. I’ve ran
several marathons, both trail and road over the
years but hadn’t really considered trying an ultra.
One of my closest friends, Geraint, lives down on
the Llyn Peninsula in Wales and organises ultras in
his spare time. Geraint and co have been holding
the Pen Llyn 50, 75 and 100 mile ultras since the
summer of 2016. In 2018 they decided to introduce
a 35.5 mile winter ultramarathon in November and
somehow I was talked into entering.

Unfortunately, as 2018 went on, my partner Will
became seriously ill with colon cancer. Despite
receiving a terminal diagnosis in the October, Will
was determined that I should defer the entry until
2019 by which time he would be better. Sadly, I
have to tell those of you who don’t know that Will
died in the December of 2018. Running became my
coping mechanism and I would like to take this
opportunity to offer my heartfelt thanks to
everyone at Keswick AC for your support and
friendship during this difficult time.
It became very clear to me that running this
ultramarathon would be something I could do in
Will’s memory and the least I could do was to raise
money for Macmillan who provided us with so
much support. I will never forget arriving at
Geraint’s holiday cottages the evening before the
race and him asking me if I was ready to run 38
miles in the morning. “38? 38! You told me it was
35.5!!”. Somehow those extra 2.5 miles made it feel
like a daunting task ahead.
The morning of the race we awoke to gale force
winds, rain, snow and hail. One of the most
memorable things about the day of the race was
race director Huw’s race briefing. He said “the
weather is shit, it’s going to get shitter, it will go
back to being shit and then it will be shit in the
dark!” He couldn’t have described it better!
The route starts in Pwllheli and heads West along
the coastline to the Tin Man on Llanbedrog
headland and onwards to Abersoch where the
route turns north and heads inland. A long and very
undulating trek over land brings you out at the Tŷ
Coch Inn at Porth Dinllaen, the halfway point and a
very welcome checkpoint inside the pub. The route
then re-joins the Welsh Coastal path for some
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This was by far the most testing thing I have ever
attempted, and I was absolutely thrilled to finish
37.67 miles in 9 hours and 43 minutes, just 17
minutes before the cut off, phew! Of 184 entries,
only 121 finished on the day! A big hug from
Geraint and then my very kind parents who had
been at every check point (my Dad particularly
enjoyed the ones in pubs). Yes, I could have ran it
much quicker, but for me the most important thing
was to take it all in, enjoy the experience and meet
people along the way. By the way, the people of
the Llyn are so friendly, they came out in their
droves to support the runners in the most
atrocious weather conditions. I was absolutely
overwhelmed at the support for my fundraising,
and so far, I have raised £1,940 for Macmillan
Cancer Support.
The Beautifully Brutal team have asked me to
become one of their ambassadors, so you’ll be
seeing me promoting their events this year. Plans
for 2020… the Ultra North 55km in Newcastle in
April and then the Pen Llyn 50 mile in July. Thank
you all for your support in this crazy ultra journey.
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JULIE’S TIPS FOR LOCKDOWN
JULIE CARTER
Take a breath, make a brew - please give a few
minutes of your time to read and start acting on
this e mail. It's really important.
I have found the last week of my life bewildering,
scary and at times confusing. I am not good with
routines and tend to be haphazard with my running
at the best of times. The present situation is challenging for everyone but we are all called on to do
different stuff and our circumstances are very individual. Some will have more time than usual, some
less. Most will be getting to grips with new ways of
doing stuff, and in many cases really new stuff like
teaching kids at home or starting new roles to support others. What I am asking you to do is to look
after yourselves because this takes a conscious,
structured plan. Remember the aeroplane advice 'Put your own oxygen mask on first'.
This is sensible not selfish.
Get a sheet of paper and a pen - or whatever tech
you use to write stuff down. But it's something you
will need handy and visible every day The goal of
this plan is to maximise your own health during this
time.

This is not the time for adventures! Write down a
training plan. It might be going for walks, it might
all be easy, it might have some intervals or hard
work bits. Get a clear but modest plan down on the
page/ screen for the next 7 days.
Now write down your plan for strength, conditioning, injury repair etc. It could be just 5 mins but
something is realistic- get it down.
Now comes the 'mother hen' stuff - but I am not
pretending to be accomplished on any of this- it's
for my benefit too.
•

Rationing, stress can make you crave for high GI
carbs / sugar and alcohol. This is a normal reaction but write down on your page what your
upper limit of alcohol will be and what your personal treat rules are. Sugar and alcohol are killers too - you cannot outrun a bad diet.

•

More rationing - write down when you will listen to / watch the news and make it the absolute minimum. Nothing is going to make you
feel and be more unhealthy. We need to be informed but the news can be mesmerising and
addictive - I am doing 10 mins max at lunchtime
and radio headlines once at tea time, keeping
mornings and evenings clear. Stress effects our
bodies like nothing else and can and does lead
to horrible consequences if left unregulated.

Lets look at running and fitness first - All event goals
are now out the window so you need to set one or
two overall goals for the next one month - for example mine are to maintain a base by getting out
consistently, to improve my uphill speed with some
•
intervals, to progress the rehab. of my hurt
parts. First write down those overall goals for the
next month. Keep them realistic - it might be just
maintaining a minimum base which for some may
not be realistic. But something is realistic even if
you are up to your eyeballs in work- even a short
walk 2-3 times per week.
•
Bear in mind the guidance on exercise- local from
your own door only, only with members of own
household, and don't get hurt. (see FRA guidance
on Fb)

Do more than social media to connect with others. Personal connection is more important. Put
a list of names on your page and speak to them
by phone, send them a personal note or even
send them something in the post. At least one
person daily.
In moments when everything gets too much go
back to yoga breathing, you can do it anywhere
and use visualisation techniques to feel calmer. I
suggest practice this 2-3 times daily for 2-5 mins
anyway. If anyone wants guidance on how, I can
do it with you on video call in a few minutes and
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am very willing to talk you through it and give you ideas.

•

Be creative if you can, plant stuff if you can, above all no matter how crap and painful the hard bits
are there will a source of help and comfort. My KAC team mates are precious - and I want you all to
be tip-top for the dance marathon we will organise when this is over! Even of those of you not running now get your pen out and get your plan down, it will help to provide positive focus, energy and
hope. Err on the easy side in your plan because we perhaps cannot expect as much output from ourselves when we have a lot of fronts to battle on.

Please e mail or ring me at any time if I can help anyone in any way - jecarter@doctors.org.uk 017687
80467, I mean it - KAC is not just about running
Refer to your plan every day and redo it every week. Of all the things I have said perhaps the most important is not to overdo the news.
Look after yourselves

HARRY’S HALF MARATHON FOR THE NHS
Inspired by Captain Tom, Keswick AC’s Harry
Beetham decided he wanted to raise money for
the NHS. Using his home schooling maths lessons,
he measured and calculated a half marathon to be
run in the back garden, over a weekend. A whopping 703 laps!
Harry smashed it, completing his mission, and currently has raised over £1500. His fundraising page
is still open at:

https://www.gofundme.com/f/harrys-age-9-halfmarathonfor-the-nhs?utm_source=customer&utm_medium=copy_link
-tip&utm_campaign=p_cp+share-sheet

Well done Harry! We’re proud of you :)
(and a thankyou NHS Physio Dad, John—ed)
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NOWHERE NEAR, THE LAST ONE
STANDING
CAL TINNION
I have always wondered how many miles I can push
to run at once. Last summer I set off at 9pm to see
how many times I could circum-navigate
Buttermere, calling it a day (or night..) after 16hours
and 66miles. This wasn’t enough for me and the
idea of pushing further wasn’t put to bed, would
having others to race push me further for longer?

drinking, having a massage, using the toilet and
latterly closing my eyes whilst sheltering from the
dark, grim conditions. By 2am we had been running
in the pitch black for 8 hours, on the same
woodland trail which was getting progressively
boggier even as the competitor numbers dropped.
Between 3-6am was the hardest part for me, the
body started to ache, the blackness and following
The Back Yard Ultra sounded the ideal race for what
my head torch was tiring my eyes (one lap I even
I was looking for – the concept of these races was
original set up by Lazarus Lake (the guy who set up admitted to Miriam I had almost fallen asleep a
couple of times), the weather and boggy conditions
the Barkley Marathon). This concept is – a 4.167
draining and I really needed sunrise.
mile loop is set out to complete in an hour, every
hour, meaning after 24 hours (and 24 loops) you
8am arrived and the head torches were off! The
will have achieved 100miles. This is however not a warm drinks and alternation of sweet/savoury
100 mile race, the race is won when a racer/racers foods had carried me through the night – I did try to
sleep but the booming music didn’t help (which is
cannot complete a lap within the allocated time.
meant to be helpful for racers?) as soon as I
The Back Yard Ultra race I entered was February
dropped off it was time to go again. The next few
2020 in Northern Ireland, what a better way to
hours felt pleasurable and almost easy for the mind,
celebrate my birthday I thought! With storm Ciara more energy to continue but my body was
struggling. Massages not releasing tension, stepping
forecast all weekend a question of if we would be
in and out of the van was hard but the shelter the
able to sail over never mind race was the first
van offered from the weather was worth the pain of
concern. Arriving safely into Belfast, a short drive
stepping back out of it. I celebrated 24 laps as 100
south and we set up the van close to the start/finish
miles was my first target – celebrated in the best
line. I had with me a strong pit crew – Miriam as top way I know with a slab cake and a brew! Lap 26 was
chef, massage therapist, chief motivator and Fly
the first time my loop times slipped, arriving back at
(the collie) was there to push her wet snout in my
51 minutes. 4 minutes doesn’t sound a lot but to
face as I was trying to grab a couple of minutes
me it was slower and I was walking more of the
loop, starting to struggle with lack of sleep,
sleep between laps.
At 12 noon 123 racers set off on their first lap, with
high winds and hail/heavy rain showers meant most
runners were head to toe in waterproofs as
movement was slow, staying warm was very
important. The first 12 laps I got into my rhythm of
a steady 47minutes, leaving 13minutes for eating,

meant to be helpful for racers?) as soon as I
dropped off it was time to go again. The next few
hours felt pleasurable and almost easy for the mind,
more energy to continue but my body was
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struggling. Massages not releasing tension, stepping
in and out of the van was hard but the shelter the
van offered from the weather was worth the pain of
stepping back out of it. I celebrated 24 laps as 100
miles was my first target – celebrated in the best
way I know with a slab cake and a brew! Lap 26 was
the first time my loop times slipped, arriving back at
51 minutes. 4 minutes doesn’t sound a lot but to
me it was slower and I was walking more of the
loop, starting to struggle with lack of sleep, the
stop/start flow these races have and my knee to
becoming progressively more painful to bend, quite
essential when moving. I didn’t know a single
person on the start line but 26 hours in I knew a
few life stories, had discussed some deeper issues
than I would with any of my mates back home and

met some truly inspirational people.

Spine race legend Eoin Keith, 24 hour European
champion Dan Lawson, Back Yard Ultra record
holder Peter Cromie (who has claimed 7, +100 miles
finishes) all continued far past my 27 hours
(116miles) but it was great to run with and get to
know them, listening to their stories and their
struggles comforted me.
Peter Cromie claimed the win at 5am Monday
morning after running for 42 hours. Unfortunately
my dream of running as far as possible still hasn’t
been put to bed, I will get stronger, run further and
maybe one day try another looped circuit race
(ideally in summer and storm free) but for now I’ll
rest my legs whilst eating Victoria sponge – with
custard of course!

Not a photo from the actual race,
but we like to imagine that Cal was
pulling some suitably equivalent
gurns.
Photo c/o Stephen Wilson/
Granddayoutphotography.co.uk
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3 PEAKS CYCLOCROSS
RACE STEVE HALSALL
3PCX is the best bicycle race in the UK (World?); if
you know of a better one please let me know. The
race has a lot to answer for, although it’s probably
the best bike race in the World, it also caused me to
sell most of my bikes. 3PCX is partly the best bike
race because it is the bike race that is most like a
fell race, so much so that a fell runner quite often
wins it and holds the course record (obviously not
just any fell runner but a Helm Hill V40 who should
be rightly considered as one of the best there’s
been).

Entry for the race
usually opens in
June and last
summer I
decided why not
have another go.
It
would be
interesting to go
back to the race as fell runner rather than a cyclist
having not done any serious bike racing for a few
years. After a mad dash to get a cx bike I got one
sorted in August with a month or so to remember
Hopefully this wee report may encourage some
other fell runners to have a go, don’t let anything in how to ride it fast. Luckily the used bike I managed
to pick up was a wicked machine, although just a cx
this report put you off! Much like a typical
Cumbrian fell race there are a few super fit people bike it seemed happy riding round the Whinlatter
mtb trails giving me some good practice for the
but also many who are in it to get round and
rocky descents of the 3PCX. A big part of the draw
complete a classic tough race. If you’re a fell runner
of the race is that it doesn’t really make much
able to get round something like Borrowdale then
with some bike practise to get a feel for riding a cx sense, take a narrow tyred bike more akin to a road
bike, carry it up some bastard steep hills then try
bike off-road you’d be fine to have a go. There’s
certainly one or two in Keswick AC who it would be and ride it down some rocky tracks that would be
pretty exciting to see have a shot at this race. To the better suited to a full suspension mtb. It shouldn’t
work but it draws hundreds back every year and
best of my knowledge there are just three people
pulls in riders from around the globe.
who have won both the foot and bike variants of
the Three Peaks, Rob Jebb, Victoria Wilkinson and It’s funny how the mind forgets things. Reading the
Andy Peace, with the rare levels of talent in the club guide book to remind myself of the details of the
just now possibly there is someone who could add race I noted the first road section was ‘neutralized’
meaning speed would be controlled by a lead car
to this exclusive list?
which riders must not pass. Great, I thought that’ll
A big part of the appeal to me of the 3PCX is the
do for a warm up before we hit Pen y ghent. So
low key nature of the event, again much like a fell
come the morning of the race I tootled about
race, which is a breath of fresh air compared to the
catching up with a few folk before lining up on the
ego infested nature of a lot of bike races. A huge
start. Of course neutralized only means we mustn't
part of the character of the event must be
pass the car, a car with an ic engine which can easily
attributed to the original organizer John Rawnsley do well in excess of 30mph so the speed is soon
who sadly passed away earlier this year, hopefully quite high and I am regretting not remembering this
there will be a fitting tribute to him at this year's
aspect and feeling like I am blowing out my bottom
race. Thanks John for making such a great event.
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straight away. Soon Ingleborough appears and we
begin the first serious climb, again I find it hard
work with many people ahead of me and some
passing but I settle in and remember this is just for
fun. The first steep ascent up Simon Fell is supposed
to suit the fell runners well but my legs seem to feel
a bit weak today. A strong looking Ben Bardsely
passes me for the first of a few meetings between
us. The top of Ingleborough brings some relief and I
settle into the descent happy that I should be able
to pull in a few places. A good clean run brings me
to the bottom in a much better position and fired
up to press on along the road to Whernside.
The road sections are a big part of the race too and
a good friend can be useful to share the load on
these bits. I get a good ally and we work together
well slowly catching a larger group in front.
Whernside is the biggest climb of the race with
three distinct phases, initially rideable, then
basically a big staircase then rideable again on the
top section. I like the top of Whernside as I know
my chunky legs can power me along well up there
and it feels good to be riding the climb after walking
so much of it. The descent of Whernside is a tough
mix of paved pathways, drainage ditches and rocks,
the key is to keep it sensible and not go crazy and
risk punctures. There are definitely good lines to be
found but really you need to be sensible, a
puncture will cost minutes. With some skill and a lot
of luck I get a clean descent off Whernside and
am relieved to see Ribblehead viaduct,
knowing that Emma will be there with a fresh
bottle.

able to catch some riders ahead and hold off some
behind who seemed to be looking stronger. Good
to see some familiar fell runners Josh Jardine and
Goldie out supporting on this hill. I summited the
last hill in good spirits ready to crack on and try to
pull in a few more places after my steady start.
Unfortunately things quickly went pear shaped as I
confidently chucked my bike off a small drop on
landing the familiar “psssssssss” of air and an
instant flat. I made the quick decision to just ride
the descent on the flat rear tyre until I met up with
my wee sister who was somewhere on the hill with
a spare wheel. Not really the best decision for the
wheel but it’s still pretty much round and usable as
a bike wheel so I’m happy my wheel building skills
got a good test. All thoughts of a good result out
the window the final part of the race was just a case
of getting home safely and banking another finish.
Despite a puncture and not being super strong on
the bike the 2019 Three Peaks was great fun and
reminded me bike races can be good too. I’ll
definitely be back for another go. With all racing
looking a bit uncertain just now it’s tricky to plan
ahead but the Three Peaks fell race has
provisionally been rearranged for the same
weekend as the bike race, run on the Saturday, ride
on the Sunday. This opens up the possibility for a
unique and pretty mental double.

My favourite moment of the race was on the
road to Pen y ghent when an old friend I hadn’t
seen for years suddenly appeared wildly
cheering me on- thanks Big John, those cheers
definitely made me press the pedals a bit
harder. Pen y ghent is the climb that most suits
the bike as it is largely rideable until the final
rough and steeper top section. Low gears help
here as legs are getting tired by now. Pen y
ghent climb was good for me, feeling strong and
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“THANKYOU MARSHAL”
A NOTE FROM THE SAFETY OFFICER ON THE JOYS
OF MARSHALLING ALLAN BUCKLEY
Marshalling on races is arguably the least appealing Keeping account of all the runners passing through
part of our sport.
your checkpoint
You might have the opportunity of topping up your
tan, and watching your club mates suffer. Equally ,
you could find yourself (as some of us did a couple
of years ago) standing on the lower slopes of
Grisedale in a minor blizzard. But without race
organisers, and their small army of volunteers,
clearly, races would not take part.

- Making sure that runners who retire are able to
return safely to the finish and importantly, ensuring
that Race Control is aware of the retirement both
from yourself and the runner concerned .

That is why KAC asks members to marshal at two or
three races each year. This is a short guide as to
what marshalling entails, and on the club’s safety
equipment.

For members of the FRA, pages 37-43 of the FRA
Handbook and Fixtures Calendar provide
comprehensive guidance on what to do if you are
the first on the scene when another runner is
injured , and on how to deal with Hypothermia.

-Dealing with any injuries. Again, the First Aid
Protocol is on the club website, so please make
sure you are familiar with it.

There is a Briefing Note for Fell Race Marshals
(though it applies also to road race marshals).This is
KAC has a well established safety kit. This year, we
on the club website, so please take a minute to
bought seven new radios, and some earpieces to
read it-it’s not very long.
help communication in windy conditions. Hill
Basically , your job as a marshal is to assist in
marshals will also have first aid kits, two bivvie
keeping competitors safe, by monitoring their
shelters, and emergency food and water.
progress, and keeping Race Control, and other
If you use any of the first aid, or food items, please
marshals ,informed of the position at your
let the race organiser know, so we can replace
checkpoint.
them.
Key parts of your job will be :

Finally, make sure that you have plenty of warm
- - and waterproof kit with you. As all fell runners
know, even on the best of days, every silver lining
can have a cloud.
And stay safe-we don’t want marshals becoming
casualties.
I hope you enjoy your marshalling stints, and that,
whatever the conditions, you’ll feel rewarded
when sweaty, mud caked, and often grizzled
runners mutter “Thank you marshal” as they pass
you.
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THE GOLDEN KITKAT
JACOB TONKIN

Myself and Ivan have just [Ed. In January—social
distancing rules were followed!] competed in
the 'Golden KitKat' over the weekend. Whereby
we race each other 3 times in one weekend. The
winner is the fastest combined time from the 3
races. First up on Saturday was the Keswick
Parkrun. We pretty much ran together for the
way round. I tried to put Ivan off by asking him
how many laps we'd done and what he was
having for dinner. It didn't work! Annoyingly he
stayed with me till I out sprinted him and
grabbed a 4 second lead. There was some
controversy, as I forgot my bar code. Ivan proposed
a 10 second penalty, but that was quashed by Phil
Winskill who calmly stated that he'd "witnessed
the fitness". I was just a little miffed that there's no
record of my finishing in 3rd place. Only my second
podium finish and I have no proof!

Keswick Men there. The race started fast 5:30 min/
mile pace. I could hear Ivan behind me for the
whole way round. Turns out he was just drafting
me like some sort of professional road runner. I
took the wind off him for 10 miles, then when he
decided he'd had enough he took off. I couldn't
keep up. My feet had gone numb at 8 miles as I'm
not used to that far on the roads and my mind had
moved to our next race. I lost a lot of ground on
him in that last 3 miles. Ivan finished in 1:28:40 and
I managed a pb of 1:30:09. But it meant Ivan had
an 86 second lead overall. We then dived into the
car to tear it to Longthwaite Youth Hostel for the
final race, in 90 minutes time, the King of the

Next up was the North Lakes New Year Half
Marathon. Ivan had done a lot of road running in
preparation for this. I'd approached it as a fell
runner and had done a couple of laps of the lake.
When we arrived Ivan realised that he'd forgotten
his club vest. In itself that could have been a 10
second penalty. But I left him off as I had a spare
vest. At the start of the race we spotted Rob Brown
and joked about how many club champs points
Castle. We found out later that Rob Brown (who
we'd be getting as there were not many other
was 3rd), Ivan and I won the team prize!

We got out of the car like two old men and
hobbled over to the hostel. In the hostel a
surprising number of people asked what the
score was and how we'd gotten on. Was 86
seconds too much to claw back on a short race?
My legs were tired but I thought I better pretend
to be fast and start high up the queue than get
stuck behind anyone along that path. I set off fast
with the bit between my teeth! I overtook the
guy in front of me and climbed well. My legs,
lungs and feet were on fire. I touched the top in
my second best ever time of 15:06! I was
delighted! Had I done enough? On my way down I
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saw Ivan on his way up going well. I resisted the urge to throw some slate at him to slow him down, and
cheered him on. I trotted down to the hostel with my legs screaming. I walked over to the timing
computer to see that I had indeed beaten Ivan!
But only by 7 seconds. The Golden Kit Kat was his. Winning the combined time by 79 seconds. Back in the
hostel we had a little awards ceremony and Ivan was presented the coveted prize. Sam Stead [winner of
the King of the Castle race] came over to view the legendary Golden Kit Kat with envy in his eyes. His prize
for winning the King of the Castle wasn't as golden or delicious as Ivan's!
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IDEAS FOR LOCKDOWN TRAINING
- Take part in the Skyrunner Virtual Series:
Skyrunnerworldseries.com/the-skyrunner-worldseries/
for details!

- Attend a FREE online map reading and
navigation course (you know who you are!)
https://www.pureoutdoor.co.uk/activity/peak-districtnavigation-courses/free-online-map-reading-navigationcourse

Climb some mountains—on your stairs! There are
challenges for the National 3 Peaks to raise money
for NHS PPE, and even Everest!
[NB. Much harder if you live in a bungalow—Ed.]

Work on your strength and core
training—at the after-corona-party, we
can organize a plank-off and see if anyone
can defeat Lesley “abs-of-steel” malarky

If all else fails….. EAT CAKE
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Or, more accurately, your club newsletter needs you!
We really hope you enjoyed the revived Pacemaker! To make this a regular occurrence, WE
NEED CONTRIBUTIONS!
These can be race reports, scandalous rumours (keep it PG!), training tips, poems, cartoons,
fiction, gear reviews, design expertise(!)—(almost) anything goes!
Email, facebook message, send a pigeon, drop them off at training…. Get your stories to Rachel
F-R or Vic Haworth for inclusion in the next issue!
The Pacemaker is brought to you by Friday Night Pub ClubT M
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